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Abstract
In this paper, the significant meaning for conducting deep sea creature research
and the current study status will be introduced and the great value for using
manned submersibles to support such research will be researched, especially the
applications carried out in hydrothermal vents, cold seep, mid-ocean ridge areas.
Then, some results for China’s JIAOLONG manned submersible on implementing
deep-sea creature investigation will be presented. To better support the future
underwater explorations, at the conclusion part, some suggestions will be brought
forward to promote the development of China’s JIAOLONG manned submersible
and its related technologies.
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Introduction

The global oceans cover 70% of our Earth’s environment,
consist of 95% of the living space and are the core momentum
of our planet’s physical, chemical and biological cycles, resulting
in a great potential source of economic, social and political
importance that directly or indirectly affects human’s daily living.
For today’s land resources are depleting, it is necessary account
for the Earth’s oceans, especially the deep sea [1]. The deep sea is
the lowest layer in the ocean, existing below the thermocline and
above the seabed, at a depth of 1000 fathoms (1800 m) or more.
Little or no light penetrates this part of the ocean and most of the
organisms that live there rely for subsistence on falling organic
matter produced in the photic zone [2]. In addition, the pressure
is very huge which make people hard to explore via normal
technologies.
For this reason scientists once assumed that life would be
sparse in the deep ocean but virtually every probe has revealed
that, on the contrary, life is abundant with about 85% of the
species living in the oceans. The deep-sea creatures and deep-sea
biological gene as a new biological resources, has attracted wide
international community’s attention for its wide applications in
industry, medicine, environmental protection, national defense
and other fields [3]. Marine biological research and related
technology development is currently undergoing all over the
world, but the secrets of our oceans have remained largely
undiscovered. The main reason for the delay of this work is lack of
capable technologies [4].
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Materials and Methods
Deep-sea biology research and the status
It is a dark place throughout the years in the deep-sea area, the
sun hardly penetrating into it. Many species are living in harsh
environments with high salinity, huge pressure and extreme
hypoxia. This kind of species has a unique biological structure,
metabolism and the body producing a special biologically active
substance, such as basophils, thermophilic, psychrophilic, pressure
resisting, extreme anti-drug enzymes and the biologically active
substance is the most valuable part o the application in deep-sea
biological resources [5-7].
In recent years, some investigation research shows that the
deep-sea biological resources in extreme environments, often
present in the form of community existing in different forms
depending on the distribution of the living environment, forming
a unique food chain. According to the geographical division for
deep-sea creature’s living, the most currently studied biological
communities include deep-sea hydrothermal communities, cold
seep communities, middle-ocean ridge communities, deep-sea
seamounts, trenches and mud volcanoes and other communities
[8-12].

The hidden biological resources in deep-sea extreme
environments and special biological communities have aroused
great concern of the international community. There are a variety
of research contents for deep-sea creatures and the current
research priorities focus on the following aspects:
Seabed ecological balance: Research on the relationship
between the biological communities lived in the seabed extreme
environment and the seabed environment. Research on linkages
between fluid existing in seabed extreme environment, minerals
and deep-sea biological communities, explore the particularity of
marine life living environment.
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Deep-sea biological diversity: Through a comparative study
of biological resources in deep-sea extreme environment
communities and the biodiversity, systematically reveal the
origins of human life, as well as the study of biological evolution
cause adaptability to special circumstances.

Deep-sea biomedical research: The unique chemical structure
of deep-sea creatures provides a good source for today’s scientists
to screen for new drugs and the chance for explore new drugs
in the sea is much larger than the land. Therefore, the new
research areas including deep-sea enzymes, natural medicine and
medicinal research began to draw a national research attention.
The United States, France, Japan and other developed countries
have been at the leading place in deep-sea creature research areas
and a number of research programs on this area has been or being
conducted, such as project French-American Mid-Ocean Undersea
Study (FAMOUS) [13,14] the hadal ecosystem studies (HADES)
project, Census of Marine Life (CoML).

Manned submersibles used for deep-sea creature
research

In order to gain a better understanding of the deep-sea
creatures, until now, large numbers of facilities including research
vessels, satellites, buoys and various kinds of underwater
submersibles have been applied for deep-sea creature
investigations. Especially, underwater submersible technologies
have made substantial strides over the past two decades, such
as Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs), Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs), Underwater Gliders and Human Occupied
Vehicles (HOVs) and other new type ones. Starting from nascent
navigation and control algorithm research in laboratories,
applied underwater technology has developed considerably and
at present the manned submersibles are able to dive thousands
of meters to take scientists directly to the depths of the Oceans to
conduct underwater observations and sampling operations [1517].
Compared with other underwater vehicles, the manned
submersible can take marine biologists to the deep sea and the
biologists will get a direct view to the deep-sea creatures. Some
photos can be taken and some samples can also be captured
and stored in bio-box. It is well known to a number of marine
biologists that the American manned submersible Alvin traveled
through the Panama Canal for the first time. Geology work in the
Galapagos Rift was completed during February and March, 1977
[18]. The major discovery of an abundance of exotic animal life on
and in the immediate proximity of warm water vents prompted
theories about the generation of life. Since no light can penetrate
through the deep waters, scientists concluded that the animal
chemistry here is based on chemosynthesis, not photosynthesis.
This has opened a new century for world’s marine scientists to
exploring the deep-sea creatures, especially the creatures in deepsea extreme environment, such as the hydrothermal vents, cold
seep and mid-ocean ridge areas. Marine biology exploration and
research has been the main work field of manned submersibles. It
was counted that from 1966 to the end of 2010, the Alvin manned
submersible had dived around 5,000 times with a variety kind
of applications and the use for deep-sea creatures took up 38%,
which can be shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The application areas of Alvin manned submersible.

Applications of chinese JIAOLONG manned submersible
The R&D program of JIAOLONG manned submersible was
approved in late 2002 (Figure 2) and after six-year R&D with
joint research by related agencies of China, from 2009 to 2012,
the 1,000m, 3,000m, 5,000m and 7,000m class sea trial was
conducted in South China Sea, South China Sea, Northeast Pacific
Ocean and Mariana Trench respectively, with a maximum dive
depth of 7,062m, which has made China to be the fifth country
grasping manned deep submergence technology over 4,500m
ability after the United States, Japan, France and Russia [19-21].
During the 4-year sea trials, some deep-sea creatures have been
sampled and a lot of high definition pictures and videos on deepsea creatures have been taken (Figure 3-5).

Figure 2: Jiaolong Manned Submersible.

After the four-year sea trials, JIAOLONG manned submersible
came to a new phase named Test Operational Phase. In 2013, a
cruise comprised of three legs was carried out in South China Sea,
Northeast Pacific Ocean and Northwest Pacific Ocean respectively.
The investigation areas including cold-seep, sea mount, China’s
polymetallic nodule contract area and cobalt-rich crust contract
area. Besides conducting some marine resource related surveys,
some biological research has been carried out and even more
deep-sea creatures were sampled and shoot during this cruise.

Then, from 2014 to early 2015, JIAOLONG has implemented
a cruise comprising of three legs in Northwest Pacific Ocean and
Northwest Indian Ocean. Specially, the last two voyages were
carried out in hydrothermal vents area of Northwest Indian Ocean
and great achievements have achieved for biological study. It’s the
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first time for JIAOLONG to conduct a more systematic investigation
to creature composition, abundance and distribution of three
different hydrothermal vents area. 635 creature samples were
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captured which will lay a basis to implement species identification,
characteristics measuring, diversity study, molecular system
research, genetics, microbiology and so on.

Figure 3: (Left) Unicellular protozoan; (Right) Snail fishes attracted by fish meat [20].

Figure 4: (Left) Bythograea thermydron; (Right) King crab.

Figure 5: (Left) mussels (Right) Shrimps on hydrothermal vent.
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Conclusion
In this paper, the research status of deep-sea creatures has been
introduced. To support this research, the manned submersible
technology has been introduced and finally some results for
China’s JIAOLONG manned submersible has been listed from sea
trials to Test Operational Phase which has been conducted in South
China Sea, Northeast Pacific Ocean, Northwest Pacific Ocean and
Southwest Indian Ocean. To call the interest of conducting deepsea creature and to exploit the deep-sea biological resources, it is
necessary to use manned submersibles and related underwater
technologies to make further investigations and conduct related
researches. In addition, based on current platforms to develop
in-situ deep-sea samplers and other tools used for deep-sea
creature sampling and research will be very meaningful and it is
also very necessary. In the future, JIAOLONG will dive more and
more to bring more support to the world’s marine scientists for
conducting deep-sea creature research.
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